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 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Problem Statement
The use of cable median barriers has risen dramatically during the last several years. These
barriers are most frequently utilized in the medians of suburban or rural freeways that have
experienced large increases in traffic volumes. Cable barriers are often placed in depressed medians
with widths ranging from 30 to 50 ft (9.1 to 15.2 m) and with fill slopes as steep as 4H:1V. Although
cable barriers have been shown to contain and redirect many heavy trucks, a careful review of
accident records has indicated that passenger vehicles do occasionally penetrate through the standard
3-cable median barrier and enter opposing traffic lanes. A detailed evaluation of accidents involving
the low-tension, non-proprietary, cable median barrier seems to indicate that the barrier is most
vulnerable when struck from the one cable side. Further, crash testing has demonstrated that cables
mounted on the back side of the posts are often ineffective for containing and redirecting an
impacting vehicle.
Therefore, the Midwest States Pooled Fund Program sponsored a research study at the
Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) to improve the safety performance of existing, low-
tension, cable median barriers in an effort to reduce cross-over median crashes as well as to reduce
dynamic barrier deflections. For this initial effort, MwRSF reviewed existing low-tension, cable
median barriers, identified key design features, and developed several prototype four-cable, low-
tension median barrier systems [1]. For this study, three full-scale vehicle crash tests were performed
using pickup truck and small sedan test vehicles. For the testing program, each cable barrier system
was installed on level terrain with the understanding that the final barrier system later would be
tested and evaluated in a depressed median. Although the preliminary testing program resulted in
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both unsuccessful and satisfactory outcomes, members of the Midwest States Pooled Fund Program
chose to discontinue the R&D effort to develop an improved low-tension, cable median barrier
system. Instead, the Pooled Fund members refocused their resources to develop a new, non-
proprietary, high-tension, cable barrier system for use on both generally level terrain and in
depressed medians.
During the initial R&D effort, MwRSF completed several tasks contributing to the
development of new system components. These tasks included: the design and testing of an
improved cable-to-post attachment mechanism to satisfy predetermined loading requirements; the
identification, modification, and testing of cable end-fittings and splices for use in the new barrier
system; and design and component testing of new barrier post to provide similar energy absorption
as previous cable system posts [2-3]. Following the completion of these initial component studies,
additional research funding was provided to configure, test, and evaluate the  prototype high-tension,
cable median barrier system when installed in a depressed median.
1.2 Research Objectives
The primary research objective was to develop an improved, non-proprietary, high-tension,
cable median barrier system that would provide acceptable safety performance when installed on
generally flat terrain as well as when placed at any location within a depressed median with fill
slopes equal to or flatter than 4H:1V. The new barrier system should limit dynamic barrier
deflections using cable-to-post attachment hardware that maximized the energy dissipated by the
support posts as well as to select the appropriate range for cable tension. In addition, the new barrier
system should mitigate vehicle underride and/or override by selecting the appropriate number of
cables, the upper and lower cable heights, as well as a reasonable cable spacing. LS-DYNA
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simulations were to be performed to determine the critical ditch width, cable barrier placement
within the depressed median, and the top cable height for use in the full-scale crash testing program.
Finally, the cable median barrier system was to be tested and evaluated according to the Test Level
3 (TL-3) safety performance criteria set forth in the Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH)
[4].
1.3 Research Scope
The high-tension, cable median barrier system was initially configured using information
obtained from MwRSF’s prior research studies pertaining to the development of an improved cable
median barrier. Next, LS-DYNA simulations were performed to: (1) determine the critical ditch
width for use in the crash testing program; (2) determine cable barrier placement that provided the
worst-practical condition for the crash testing program using test designation nos. 3-10 and 3-11;
and (3) modify the top and bottom cable heights and the resulting cable spacing in order to prevent
both vehicle override and underride of the barrier system. Design details were prepared for the
prototype, high-tension, four-cable, median barrier system. The cable median barrier was
constructed in a 4H:1V V-ditch for use in the testing and evaluation program. Three full-scale
vehicle crash tests were conducted. The first test utilized a ½-ton Quad Cab pickup truck, weighing
approximately 5,000 lb (2,268 kg), impacting at a speed and angle of 62.1 mph (100.0 km/h) and
25.0 degrees, respectively. The second and third tests utilized a small car, weighing approximately
2,425 lb (1,100 kg), impacting at a speed and angle of 62.1 mph (100.0 km/h) and 25.0 degrees,
respectively. Finally, the test results were analyzed, evaluated, and documented. Conclusions and
recommendations were then made that pertain to the safety performance of the cable barrier system.
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2 BARRIER DESIGN
2.1 Barrier Components
From the onset of this study, multiple R&D tasks were undertaken to develop various barrier
components. One such R&D task involved the design and testing of new cable-to-post attachment
hardware. This effort involved the evaluation of various brackets, clips, U-bolts, J-bolts, keyway
arrangements, and slots. Each of these options were designed in an attempt to provide significant
lateral resistance while at the same time releasing vertically under low loads (e.g., under 1,000 lb).
The component test results concluded that an 1/8-in. (3-mm) thick steel bracket attached to the post
with shoulder bolts provided the best results [2]. Thus, these brackets were recommended for use
in the new high-tension, cable median barrier.
Another R&D study was conducted to optimize the barrier system posts. Previous cable
barriers were comprised of steel posts with soil plates welded to the front face to provide additional
resistance to rotation through the soil. MwRSF researchers sought to eliminate the need for these
plates by extending the embedment depth of the post. Dynamic component tests revealed that an
S3x5.7 (S76x85) steel post embedded 43 in. (1,092 mm) into the soil provided similar resistance to
the previous post designs [3].  Therefore, the 90-in. (2,286-mm) long, S3x5.7 (S76x85) posts were
utilized in the new barrier design.
An analysis was also conducted to select the pretension in the cables. Thermal expansion and
contraction due to temperature changes can have a huge impact on the magnitude of pretension in
a cable barrier system. Calculations showed that a long run of cable exposed to a temperature swing
of 100 deg Fahrenheit (38 deg Celsius) can vary the load by 4,000 lb (17.8 kN). BARRIER VII
computer simulations were conducted to evaluate the effect of varying the cable pretensions [5].
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Results showed that the cable tension had only a minimal effect on the maximum deflection of the
system. Thus, increasing the tension in the cables would not negatively affect the performance of
the barrier [6].  However, taking tension out of the system and allowing the cables to sag could not
only reduce the barrier’s ability to capture errant vehicles through cable-sheet metal interlock but
also require additional maintenance after minor impacts. Therefore, a pretension corresponding to
4,000 lb (17.8 kN) at 110 deg Fahrenheit (43 deg Celsius) was prescribed for the new barrier system.
2.2 Barrier Configuration and Critical Locations
One goal for this research study was to develop a new, high-tension, four-cable median
barrier system that could be located anywhere in a 4H:1V sloped V-ditch. The difficulty in
developing a barrier that can be placed anywhere in a ditch is that the vertical position of an errant
vehicle in relation to the ground is no longer constant as it is for vehicles traversing level terrain.
Instead, the vertical position of the vehicle can vary between being airborne when traveling off the
slope break point and into the V-ditch to being at ground level when landing in the ditch and
compressing the vehicle suspension. In order to determine the appropriate cable heights and ensure
the capture of errant vehicles, it became necessary to identify both critical barrier locations within
the V-ditch as well as a critical ditch width. 
The research team believed that the upper and lower limits for cable heights would be
controlled by two conditions, vehicle override and underride, respectively. The greatest chance of
vehicle override would occur when a pickup truck entering the ditch was airborne and at its
maximum height above the sloped ground directly below it. This maximum height would be directly
related to a specific lateral offset, or a critical barrier location.  Thus, the critical barrier location for
override and the height to the upper cable (maximum height of the vehicle) would be determined
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from the trajectory of the pickup off the slope break point and into the 4H:1V sloped V-ditch.
Using NCHRP Report No. 350 or MASH TL-3 impact conditions and LS-DYNA computer
simulations, the pickup truck’s trajectory was tracked. From this analysis, the truck’s bumper would
reach a maximum height of 43 in. (1,092 mm) above the sloped ditch at an offset distance of 12 ft
(3.7 m) laterally from the slope break point, as shown in  Figure 1. Thus, the upper cable was
prescribed a minimum height of 43 in. (1,092 mm) and the critical barrier offset distance was
established as 12 ft (3.7m) for the full-scale test evaluating pickup containment and override
potential. 
Figure 1. Critical Cable Height and Barrier Offset for 2000P Pickup Truck
The lower cable height would be designed to prevent vehicle underride, and the greatest
potential for underride occurs when a small car lands in the V-ditch causing  the front wheel
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suspension to be maximally compressed prior to engaging the lower cable with the vehicle’s front
bumper. However, vehicle traversals through different ditch widths result in varying levels of
compression for the front suspension. As a result, a combination of critical ditch width and critical
barrier offset was required to identify the necessary height for the lowest cable.
In evaluating underride potential, two V-ditch widths were evaluated: (1) a relatively
common 32 ft (9.8 m) wide section and (2) an extended 46 ft (14.0 m) wide section.NCHRP Report
No. 350 or MASH TL-3 impact conditions and LS-DYNA were again utilized during the underride
analysis as well as an actual field survey of small car front bumper heights and front-end designs.
The 46-ft (14.0-m) wide V-ditch was determined to be  more critical as it allowed the vehicle to
maximize its airborne flight, thus falling further vertically before impacting the back slope near the
ditch bottom. Once striking the ground surface, the vehicle’s front suspension began to compress
as the vehicle traversed up the back slope. When the maximum suspension compression was
observed, the vehicle’s leading corner was approximately 4 ft (1.2 m) up the back slope, and the
front bumper had bottomed out. Thus, the second critical barrier location (for the small car underride
condition) was established as 4 ft (1.2 m) up the back slope of a 46-ft (14.0-m) wide V-ditch.
Selected simulation results for the Geo Metro and Dodge Neon at a time just prior to barrier impact
are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
Based on the selected lower and upper limits for cable heights of 13 in. (330 mm) and 43 in.
(1,092 mm), respectively, and the desire to utilize four cables within the system, a 10-in. (254-mm)
cable spacing was chosen. Thus, the heights of the four cables were selected as 13 in. (330 mm), 23
in. (584 mm), 33 in. (838 mm), and 43 in. (1,092 mm), as measured between the centerline of each
cable and ground level. 
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Figure 2. Geo Metro Prior to Impact - 46-ft (14.0-m) Wide V-Ditch
Figure 3. Dodge Neon Prior to Impact - 46-ft (14.0-m) Wide V-Ditch
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However, several uncertainties existed within the LS-DYNA computer simulations,
including: (1) unavailability of accurate models for MASH test vehicles to perform the simulations;
(2) actual upper and lower slope break points will vary from the idealized configurations; (3)
variability with vehicle and tire behavior while traversing slope break points; and (4) the state of tire
and suspension compression possibly aiding the launching of the vehicles when departing the slope
break point. Due to these uncertainties in the simulations and to be conservative against vehicle
override, each cable height was increased by 2 in. (51 mm) while maintaining the 10-in. (254-mm)
cable spacing. As such, the cable heights were revised prior to testing and positioned at 15 in. (381
mm), 25 in. (635 mm), 35 in. (889 mm), and 45 in. (1,143 mm) above grade. However, the 46-ft
(14.0-m) wide V-ditch was retained. The critical lateral barrier offset of 12 ft (3.7 m) from the front
slope break point was utilized to evaluate the maximum override propensity for pickup trucks. In
addition, a critical lateral barrier offset of 4 ft (1.2 m) from the ditch bottom was used to evaluate
the maximum underride propensity for small cars.
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3 CABLE MEDIAN BARRIER DESIGN DETAILS FOR TEST NO. 4CMB-1
The cable barrier system was constructed using a total length of 608 ft (185.3 m) with the
majority of the barrier system placed within a simulated depressed median. The test installation
consisted of several distinct components, systems, and features: (1) a depressed V-ditch; (2) wire
ropes or cables; (3) steel support posts; (4) cable-to-post attachment brackets; (5) cable splice
hardware; (6) breakaway end terminal hardware; (7) reinforced concrete foundations; (8) cable end
fittings; (9) turnbuckle assemblies; and (10) load cell end assemblies. Design details were prepared
for the cable median barrier system installed in a simulated depressed median, as shown in Figures
4 through 19. Material specifications, mill certifications, and certificates of conformity for the
system materials are shown in Appendix A.
A 360-ft (109.7-m) long simulated depressed median V-ditch was constructed using an
overall width of 46 ft (14.0 m) in combination with 4H:1V side slopes. As a result, the vertical depth
at the center of the ditch was approximately 5 ft - 9 in. (1.75 m). The full ditch cross section was
constructed for a length of 280 ft (85.3 m). A 40-ft (12.2 m) long sloped transition region was
located at the upstream and downstream ends of the V-ditch, thus allowing for the ditch to be raised
to the roadway elevation.
Four ¾-in. (19-mm) diameter, Class A galvanized 3x7 (pre-stretched) wire ropes were
utilized for the cable rail elements. The cables were either supported or anchored at 40 different
locations, as shown in Figure 4. Post nos. 1 and 40 were configured to serve as the upstream and
downstream end anchors, respectively, and these locations incorporated breakaway end terminal
hardware supported by 2-ft (610-mm) diameter by 10-ft (3,048-mm) long reinforced concrete
foundations. Post nos. 2 and 39 consisted of breakaway steel support posts anchored to 1-ft (305-
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mm) diameter by 4-ft (1,219-mm) long reinforced concrete foundations. Post nos. 3 through 38
consisted of S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) standard steel line posts measuring 7 ft - 3 in. (2,210 mm) in length.
The standard line posts were embedded 39 in. (991 mm) into the compacted soil foundation. The
spacing between post nos. 1 and 2 as well as 39 and 40 was 8 ft (2.44 m), while the post spacing
between post nos. 2 through 39 was 16 ft (4.88 m). For the standard line posts, the four cables were
attached to the posts and placed at 15 in. (381 mm), 25 in. (635 mm), 35 in. (889 mm), and 45 in.
(1,143 mm) above the ground surface, as shown in Figures 4 and 6.
Each cable was attached to the line posts using an c-in. (3.2-mm) thick ASTM A36 steel
keyway bracket, two 5/16-in. (7.9-mm) diameter ASTM A307 hex head shoulder bolts, and the
appropriate nuts and washers. Details for the cable-to-post attachment bracket, mounting hardware,
and locations can be found in Figures 18 and 19.
It should be noted that the initial barrier configuration had planned to utilize a 42-in. (1,067-
mm) post embedment depth along with cable locations of 13 in. (330 mm), 23 (584 mm), 33 (838
mm), and 43 in. (1,093 mm). After the steel posts had been fabricated, further analysis led the
research team to raise the top cable height from 43 in. to 45 in. as well as to incorporate a similar
incremental upward shift for the lower three cables. It was also realized that an insufficient top end
distance of approximately 1 in. (25 mm) was available for attaching the upper cable-to-post bracket
to the top of each post. As such, each line post was raised 3 in. (76 mm) to accommodate the two
late design modifications, thus resulting in a 39-in. (991-mm) post embedment depth with cable
heights of 15 in. (381 mm), 25 in. (625) mm), 35 in. (879 mm), and 45 in. (1,143 mm). However,
it was the research team’s opinion that these changes would not negatively effect the safety
performance of the barrier system, and new longer posts were not fabricated.
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Each of the four wire ropes were spliced together using special cable splice hardware located
between post nos. 18 through 21, as shown in Figure 5. At the ends of the cable barrier system, each
cable was sloped down to the ground and anchored to a simulated breakaway end terminal system,
as shown in Figure 7 and 10 through 13. As noted previously, post nos. 1 and 40 served as the end
cable anchors and consisted of a cable anchor bracket, cable release lever, brass keeper rod, special
end fittings, and a reinforced concrete foundation. Details for the concrete foundation are provided
in Figure 10. The cable anchor bracket was fabricated using six different ASTM A36 steel plates
that were welded together, as shown in Figures 11 and 12. The cable release lever was manufactured
from three 1¼-in. (32-mm) square steel tubes, a steel plate, and two triangular steel gusset plates,
as shown in Figure 13.
As noted previously, posts nos. 2 and 39 served as breakaway steel support posts with
attached hanger hardware, as shown in Figure 14. The S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) posts incorporated a steel
bracket plate near the top of the post as well as a slipbase connection near the groundline, as shown
in Figures 15 and 16. Each post was inserted into steel foundation tube assembly measuring 4 in.
x 3 in. x 1/4 in. (102 mm x 76 mm x 6.3 mm) and conforming to ASTM A500 Grade B. A 3/4-in.
(19.1 mm) diameter by 6-in. (152-mm) long, ASTM A307 hex head bolt, nut, and two washers were
used to support the post and ensure proper embedment, as shown in Figure 17. Each steel tube
assembly was embedded within a reinforced concrete foundation.
Near the upstream end of the barrier system, one 50,000-lb (222.4-kN) capacity tension load
cell was spliced into each of the cable lines between post nos. 3 and 4, as shown in Figures 6 and
8. Details for the load cells, threaded rods, turnbuckles, end fittings, and rod couplers are provided
in Figures 8 and 9.
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As discussed in the previous chapter, the pretension in the cables was selected to be 4,000
lb (17.8 kN) at 110 deg Fahrenheit (43 deg Celsius). A cable tensioning chart was developed as a
function of the ambient air temperature and for use when installing the barrier system, as provided
in Table 1. MASH specifies that all cable systems be tested/evaluated under tensions corresponding
to a temperature of 100 deg Fahrenheit (38 deg Celsius). As a result, the cables were pretensioned
to a target load of 4,213 lb (18.7 kN).
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4 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
4.1 Test Requirements
Longitudinal barriers, such as cable median barriers, must satisfy the requirements provided
in MASH to be accepted for use on National Highway System (NHS) construction projects or as a
replacement for existing systems not meeting current safety standards [4]. According to Test Level
3 (TL-3) of MASH, the barrier system must be subjected to two full-scale vehicle crash tests. The
two crash tests are as follows:
1. Test Designation 3-10 consists of a 2,425-lb (1,100-kg) small car impacting
the cable median barrier at a nominal speed and angle of 62.1 mph (100.0
km/h) and 25 degrees, respectively.
2. Test Designation 3-11 consists of a 5,000-lb (2,268-kg) pickup truck
impacting the cable median barrier at a nominal speed and angle of 62.1 mph
(100.0 km/h) and 25 degrees, respectively.
The test conditions for TL-3 longitudinal barriers are summarized in Table 2.













3-10 1100C 100.0 62.1 25 A,D,F,H,I
3-11 2270P 100.0 62.1 25 A,D,F,H,I
1 - Evaluation criteria explained in Table 3.
4.2 Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation criteria for full-scale vehicle crash testing are based on two appraisal areas: (1)
structural adequacy and (2) occupant risk. Criteria for structural adequacy are intended to evaluate
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the ability of the cable terminal to contain, redirect, or allow controlled vehicle penetration in a
predictable manner. Occupant risk evaluates the degree of hazard to occupants in the impacting
vehicle. These two evaluation criteria are defined in Table 3. The full-scale vehicle crash test was
conducted and reported in accordance with the procedures provided in MASH.
4.3 Soil Strength Requirements
In order to limit the variation of soil strength among testing agencies, foundation soil
must satisfy the recommended performance characteristics set forth in Chapter 3 and Appendix
B of MASH. Testing facilities must first subject the designated soil to a dynamic post test to
demonstrate a minimum dynamic load of 7.5 kips (33.4 kN) at deflections between 5 and 20 in.
(127 and 508 mm). If satisfactory results are observed, a static test is conducted using an
identical test installation. The results from this static test become the baseline requirement for
soil strength in future full-scale crash testing in which the designated soil is used. An additional
post installed near the impact point is statically tested on the day of full-scale crash test in the
same manner as used in the baseline static test. The full-scale crash test can be conducted only if
the static test results show a soil resistance equal to or greater than 90 percent of the baseline test
at deflections of 5, 10, and 15 in. (127, 254, and 381 mm). Otherwise, the crash test must be
postponed until the soil demonstrates adequate post-soil strength.
It should be noted that test nos. 4CMB-1 and 4CMB-2 were conducted prior to the
official release of MASH, and although the test conditions reflected the anticipated test criteria,
static soil tests were not performed.
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A. Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle or bring the
vehicle to a controlled stop; the vehicle should not penetrate,
underride, or override the installation although controlled lateral
deflection of the test article is acceptable
Occupant
Risk
D. Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test article
should not penetrate or show potential for penetrating the occupant
compartment, or present undue hazard to other traffic, pedestrians,
or personnel in a work zone. Deformations of, or intrusions into, the
occupant compartment should not exceed limits set forth in Section
5.3 and Appendix E of MASH.
F. The vehicle should remain upright during and after collision. The
maximum roll and pitch angles are not to exceed 75 degrees.
H. Occupant Impact Velocities (OIV) (see Appendix A, Section A5.3
for calculation procedure) should satisfy the following limits:
Occupant Impact Velocity Limits, ft/s (m/s)
Component Preferred Maximum
Longitudinal
and Lateral 30 ft/s (9.1 m/s) 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
Longitudinal 10 ft/s (3.0 m/s) 16.4 ft/s (5.0 m/s)
I. The Occupant Ride Down Acceleration (see Appendix A, Section
A5.3 for calculation procedure) should satisfy the following limits:
Occupant Ridedown Acceleration Limits (g’s)
Component Preferred Maximum
Longitudinal
and Lateral 15.0 g’s 20.49 g’s
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5 TEST CONDITIONS
5.1 Test Facility
The testing facility is located at the Lincoln Air-Park on the northwest (NW) side of the
Lincoln Municipal Airport and is approximately 5 mi. (8 km) NW of the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln.
5.2 Vehicle Tow and Guidance System
A reverse cable tow system with a 1:2 mechanical advantage was used to propel the test
vehicle. The distance traveled and the speed of the tow vehicle were one-half that of the test vehicle.
The test vehicle was released from the tow cable before impact with the barrier system. A digital
speedometer was located on the tow vehicle to increase the accuracy of the test vehicle impact
speed.
A vehicle guidance system developed by Hinch [7] was used to steer the test vehicle. A
guide-flag, attached to the front-right wheel and the guide cable, was sheared off before impact with
the barrier system. The d-in. (9.5-mm) diameter guide cable was tensioned to approximately 3,500
lb (15.6 kN) and was supported laterally and vertically every 100 ft (30.48 m) by hinged stanchions.
The hinged stanchions stood upright while holding up the guide cable. As the test vehicle was towed
down the line, the guide-flag struck and knocked each stanchion to the ground. For tests 4CMB-1,
4CMB-2, and 4CMB-3, the vehicle guidance systems were 961 ft (293 m), 920 ft (280 m), and 798
ft (243 m) long, respectively.
5.3 Test Vehicles
For test no. 4CMB-1, a 2002 Dodge Ram 1500 Quad-Cab pickup truck was used as the test
vehicle. The test inertial and gross static weight was 4,988 lb (2,263 kg). The test vehicle is shown
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in Figure 20, and vehicle dimensions are shown in Figure 21.
For test no. 4CMB-2, a 2002 Kia Rio sedan was used as the test vehicle. The test inertial and
gross static weights were 2,393 lb (1,085 kg) and 2,557 lb (1,160 kg), respectively. The test vehicle
is shown in Figure 22, and vehicle dimensions are shown in Figure 23.
For test no. 4CMB-3, a 2002 Kia Rio sedan was used as the test vehicle. The test inertial and
gross static weights were 2,411 lb (1,094 kg) and 2,586 lb (1,173 kg). The test vehicle is shown in
Figure 24, and vehicle dimensions are shown in Figure 25.
The vertical and longitudinal components of the center of gravity was determined using the
measured axle weights. The location of the final centers of gravity are shown in Figures 26 through
28.
Square, black- and white-checkered targets were placed on the vehicle to aid in the analysis
of the high-speed film analysis, as shown in Figures 26 through 28. Round, checkered targets were
placed on the center of gravity on the driver’s side door, on the passenger’s side door, and on the
roof of the vehicle. The remaining targets were located for reference so that they could be viewed
from the high-speed cameras for film analysis.
The front wheels of the test vehicle were aligned for camber, caster, and toe-in values of zero
so that the vehicle would track properly along the guide cable. One 5B flash bulb was mounted on
both the hood and roof of the vehicle to pinpoint the time of impact with the barrier on the high-
speed film and video. The flash bulb was fired by a pressure tape switch mounted on the front face
of the bumper. A remote-controlled brake system was installed in the test vehicle so the vehicle
could be brought safely to a stop after the test.
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Figure 20. Test Vehicle, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 21. Vehicle Dimensions, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 22. Test Vehicle, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 23. Vehicle Dimensions, Test No. 4CMB-2
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24. Test Vehicle, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 25. Vehicle Dimensions, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 26. Vehicle Target Locations, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 27. Vehicle Target Locations, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 28. Vehicle Target Locations, Test No. 4CMB-3
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5.4 Data Acquisition Systems
5.4.1 Accelerometers
One triaxial piezoresistive accelerometer system with a range of ±200 Gs was used to
measure the acceleration in the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions at a sample rate of 3,200
Hz. The environmental shock and vibration sensor/recorder system, Model EDR-3, was developed
by Instrumental Sensor Technology (IST) of Okemos, Michigan. The EDR-3 was configured with
256 kB of RAM memory and a 1,120 Hz lowpass filter. “DynaMax 1 (DM-1)” and “DADiSP” were
used to analyze and plot the accelerometer data.
A second system consisted of a two-Arm piezoresistive accelerometer that was developed
by Endevco of San Juan Capistrano, California. The accelerometer system was used to measure the
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerations at a sample rate of 10,000 Hz. Data was collected
using a Sensor Input Module (SIM), Model TDAS3-SIM-16M, which was developed by Diversified
Technical Systems, Inc. (DTS) of Seal Beach, California. The SIM was configured with 16 MB
SRAM memory and 8 sensor input channels with 250 kB SRAM/channel. The SIM was mounted
on a TDAS3-R4 module rack. The module rack was configured with isolated
power/event/communications, 10BaseT Ethernet and RS232 Communication, and an internal back-
up battery. Both the SIM and module rack are crash worthy. Computer software programs “DTS
TDAS Control”, “DADiSP”, and a customized Microsoft Excel worksheet were used to analyze and
plot the accelerometer data from the DTS unit. All of the accelerometers were mounted near the
center of gravity of the test vehicle.
For test no. 4CMB-1, another triaxial piezoresistive accelerometer system with a range of
±200 Gs was also used to measure the acceleration in the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions
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at a sample rate of 10,000 Hz. The environmental shock and vibration sensor/recorder system,
Model EDR-4M6, was developed by Instrumented Sensor Technology (IST) of Okemos, Michigan
and includes three differential channels as well as three single-ended channels. The EDR-4 was
configured with 6 MB of RAM memory and a 1,500 Hz lowpass filter. “DynaMax 1 (DM-1)”,
“DADiSP”, and a customized Microsoft Excel worksheet were used to analyze and plot the
accelerometer data. Due to technical difficulties with the EDR-4 accelerometer, its data was not used
for analysis. 
5.4.2 Rate Transducers
An Analog Systems 3-axis rate transducer with a range of 1,200 degrees/sec in each of the
three directions (pitch, roll, and yaw) was used to measure the rates of motion of the test vehicle.
The rate transducer was mounted inside the body of the EDR-4M6 and recorded data at 10,000 Hz
to a second data acquisition board inside the EDR-4M6 housing. The raw data measurements were
then downloaded, converted to the appropriate Euler angles for analysis, and plotted. “DynaMax 1”,
“DADiSP,” and a customized Microsoft Excel worksheet were used to analyze and plot the rate
transducer data.
5.4.3 High-Speed Photography
For test no. 4CMB-1, four high-speed AOS VITcam digital video cameras, all operating at
500 frames/sec, were used to film the crash test. Four JVC digital video cameras and two Canon
digital video cameras, all with a standard operating speed of 29.97 frames/sec, were also used to film
the crash test. Camera details and a schematic of all ten camera locations for test no. 4CMB-1 are
shown in Figure 29.
For test 4CMB-2, five high-speed AOS VITcam digital video cameras, all operating at 500
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frames/sec, were used to film the crash test. Four JVC digital video cameras and two Canon digital
video cameras, all with a standard operating speed of 29.97 frames/sec, were also used to film the
crash test. Camera details and a schematic of all eleven camera locations for test no. 4CMB-2 is
shown in Figure 30.
For test 4CMB-3, four high-speed AOS VITcam digital video cameras, all operating at 500
frames/sec, were used to film the crash test. Five JVC digital video cameras and two Canon digital
video cameras, all with a standard operating speed of 29.97 frames/sec, were also used to film the
crash test. Camera details and a schematic of all eleven camera locations for test no. 4CMB-3 is
shown in Figure 31.
The Locam films, Photron and AOS videos, and E/cam videos were analyzed using the
Vanguard Motion Analyzer, ImageExpress MotionPlus software, and Redlake Motion Scope
software, respectively. Actual camera speed and camera divergence factors were considered in the
analysis of the high-speed film.
5.4.4 Pressure Tape Switches
For tests 4CMB-1, 4CMB-2, and 4CMB-3, five pressure-activated tape switches, spaced at
6.56-ft (2-m) intervals, were used to determine the speed of the vehicle before impact. Each tape
switch fired a strobe light which sent an electronic timing signal to the data acquisition system as
the left-front tire of the test vehicle passed over it. Test vehicle speed was determined from
electronic timing mark data recorded using the Test Point software. Strobe lights and high-speed
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5.4.5 Cable Instrumentation
Electronic sensors were placed near the end terminal anchors used in the four-cable, high
tension, median barrier system. Load cell and string potentiometers were used and are described
below.
5.4.5.1 Load Cells
Four load cells were installed along the four-cable barrier system. Each load cell was
positioned in line with each cable on the upstream end. The load cells were placed between post nos.
3 and 4, as shown in Figure 32.
The load cells were manufactured by Transducer Techniques and conformed to model no.
TLL-50K with a load range up to 50,000 lb (222.4 kN). During testing, output voltage signals were
sent from the load cells to a Keithly Metrabyte DAS-1802HC data acquisition board, acquired with
Test Point software, and stored permanently on a personal computer. The data collection rate for the
load cells was 10,000 samples per second (10,000 Hz).
5.4.5.2 String Potentiometers
A string potentiometer (linear variable displacement transducer) was installed on the
upstream end terminal anchorage system and used to monitor longitudinal anchor displacement, as
shown in Figure 33.
A UniMeasure PA-50 string potentiometer, with a range of 50 in. (1.27 m), was used. A
Measurements Group Vishay Model 2310 signal conditioning amplifier was used to condition and
amplify the low-level signals to high-level outputs for multichannel, simultaneous dynamic
recording on the Test Point software. After each signal was amplified, it was sent to a Keithly
Metrabyte DAS-1802HC data acquisition board and then stored permanently on a personal
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computer. The data collection rate for of the string potentiometers was 10,000 samples per second
(10,000 Hz).
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6 FULL-SCALE CRASH TEST NO. 4CMB-1
6.1 Test No. 4CMB-1
The 4,988-lb (2,263-kg) pickup truck impacted the cable median barrier at a speed of 61.8
mph (99.4 km/h) and at an angle of 27.9 degrees. A summary of the test results and sequential
photographs are shown in Figure 34. Additional sequential photographs are shown in Figures 35 and
36. Documentary photographs are shown in Figure 37.
6.2 Weather Conditions
Test no. 4CMB-1 was conducted on October 30, 2007 at approximately 3:30 pm. The
weather conditions were documented, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Weather Conditions, Test No. 4CMB-1
Temperature 72° F
Humidity 40 %
Wind Speed 21 mph
Wind Direction 180° from True North
Sky Conditions Overcast
Visibility 14.2 Statute Miles
Pavement Surface Dry
Previous 3-Day Precipitation 0.00 in.
Previous 7-Day Precipitation 0.00 in.
6.3 Test Description
Initial vehicle impact was to occur between post nos. 15 and 16, or 36 in. (914 mm)
downstream from post no. 15, as shown in Figure 38. Table 5 contains a sequential description of
the impact events. The final position of the vehicle was determined to be 143 ft (43.6 m)
downstream of impact and 4 ft - 6 in. (1.4 m) laterally behind the barrier as shown in Figure 39.
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-0.258 Left-front tire encroached upon the ditch, and the vehicle rolled to the left and
pitched downward.
0.000 Vehicle impacted the top cable of the barrier system.
0.012 Post no. 15 began to deflect laterally backward and rotated counterclockwise.
0.028 Vehicle became airborne.
0.040 Post nos. 14 and 16 deflected laterally backward.
0.062 Left-front tire overrode the bottom three cables while the top cable was wrapped
around the left-front quarter panel.
0.102 Front of the vehicle contacted post no. 16.
0.116 Post no. 17 deflected laterally backward.
0.120 Vehicle began to redirect downstream.
0.148 Top cable detached from post no. 16, and the right-front side of the grill contacted
post no. 15.
0.168 Post no. 18 deflected laterally backward.
0.194 Post no. 19 deflected laterally backward.
0.206 Upper-middle cable disengaged from post no. 15.
0.216 Top cable disengaged from post no. 17.
0.270 Post no. 20 deflected laterally backward.
0.276 Right-front tire overrode the bottom three cables.
0.292 Left-front tire contacted the ground.
0.352 Left-rear tire contacted the ground.
0.392 Top cable disengaged from post no. 18.
0.406 Post no. 21 deflected laterally backward.
0.414 Top cable disengaged from post no. 15.
0.466 Top cable disengaged from post no. 19.
0.478 Post no. 22 deflected laterally backward.
0.508 Post no. 23 deflected laterally backward.
0.514 Right-front tire contacted the ground.
0.620 Truck began to roll to the right.
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0.634 Left-front tire became airborne.
0.640 Vehicle yawed to the left and continued to roll to the right.
0.726 Top cable disengaged from post no. 20.
0.876 Vehicle yawed to the right as it exited the barrier.
1.164 Vehicle was parallel to the barrier.
1.622 Top cable disengaged from post no. 21.
1.674 Left-front tire contacted the ground, and the vehicle ceased to roll.
6.4 Barrier Damage
Damage to the barrier was moderate, as shown in Figures 40 through 43. Barrier damage
consisted of bent and rotated guardrail posts and detached cables. During the test, the vehicle was
in contact with the cable median barrier for 143 ft (43.6 m), which spanned from the point of impact
to post no. 24. After the test, the vehicle remained in contact with the system.
The top cable bracket on post no. 3 was removed. The cable and brackets were still attached
for post nos. 4 through 14. The top two cable brackets on post no. 15 were removed, and the bottom
two cable brackets were slightly bent. The top two cable brackets on post no. 16 were also removed,
and the bottom two brackets were deformed. The top two cable brackets on post no. 17 were
removed, and the bottom two brackets were slightly bent. The top two cable brackets on post no. 18
were removed, the third bracket from the top was slightly bent, and the bottom bracket showed no
visible damage. The top two cable brackets on post no. 19 were also removed, and the bottom two
brackets were bent. The top three cable brackets on post no. 20 were removed, the lower bolt for the
third bracket was also missing, and the bottom bracket was deformed. All cable brackets for post
nos. 21 through 24 were removed, with the exception of the top bracket on post no. 22. The top
bracket on post no. 38 was also removed.
Post nos. 8 through 11 had a maximum groundline deflection of ¼ in. (6 mm) with post no.
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8 moving in the downstream direction and post nos. 10 and 11 deflecting backward. Post no. 12 was
pushed backward approximately 1f in. (48 mm) with a 2-ft (610-mm) soil crack along the front
flange of the post with soil movement forming a 1-ft (305-mm) radius, half-circle crack behind the
post. Post no. 13 was deflected backward 3e in. (92 mm) at the groundline. Post no. 14 was
deflected backward 1e in. (41 mm) at the groundline and was twisted approximately 45 degrees in
a counterclockwise direction. A 2-ft (610-mm) long soil crack was observed along the front flange
of the post no. 14, thus creating a 1-ft (305-mm) radius soil crack behind the post. Post no. 15
deflected backward 1¾ in. (44 mm) at the groundline and was twisted approximately 45 degrees in
the counterclockwise direction. Post no. 16 deflected backward 3 in. (76 mm) and downstream 5 in.
(127 mm) at the groundline. Post no. 16 also encountered minor twisting in the counterclockwise
direction. Post no. 17 deflected backward 5½ in. (140 mm) and downstream 2 in. (51 mm) at the
groundline. Post no. 18 deflected backward 5 in. (127 mm) and downstream 3 in. (76 mm) at the
groundline. Post no. 19 deflected backward 6½ in. (165 mm) and downstream 5 in. (127 mm) at the
groundline. Post no. 20 was deflected both backward and downstream approximately 9½ in. (241
mm) at the groundline with the top of the post positioned 18 in. (457 mm) above the ground. At the
groundline, post no. 21 was pushed backward 8¼ in. (210 mm) and downstream 7 in. (178 mm) with
the top of the post positioned 9 in. (229 mm) above the ground. Post no. 22 deflected backward 3½
in. (89 mm) and downstream 5¾ in. (146 mm) at the groundline with the top of the post positioned
15 in. (381 mm) above the ground. Post no. 23 was deflected backward 1c in. (29 mm) and
downstream 4½ in. (114 mm) at the groundline with the top of the post positioned 14½ in. (368 mm)
above the ground. Post no. 24 deflected backward 2½ in. (64 mm) and downstream 2 in. (51 mm)
at the groundline with the top of the post positioned 12 in. (305 mm) above the ground and held
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down by the truck. Post no. 25 was pushed backward c in. (3 mm) at the groundline, while post nos.
27 and 30 were shifted forward c in. (3 mm) at the groundline.
The permanent set of the posts is shown in Figures 41 through 43. The maximum lateral
permanent set post deflections were not calculated for this test. The maximum lateral dynamic post
deflection was 54 in. (1,372 mm) at post no. 18, as determined from the high-speed video analysis.
The maximum lateral cable deflection occurred in the top cable and was determined to be 170.1 in.
(4,321 mm) and the working width was determined to be 173.1 in. (4,397 mm), as determined from
high speed video analysis.
6.5 Vehicle Damage
Exterior vehicle damage was moderate, as shown in Figures 44 through 46 and Figure 48.
Occupant compartment deformation was minimal and did not exceed ½ in. (13 mm) of deformation,
as shown in Figure 47.
Driver’s side damage consisted of a creased fender near the front door joint; a broken
headlight lens cover; major cable scrapes and marks 12 in. (305 mm) up from the bottom of the
door; gouging through the sheet metal, fender, and door approximately 6 in. (152 mm) long; and
more cable scrapes and marks along the entire length of vehicle at approximately the c.g. height. The
passenger side damage consisted of the rear tail light cover removed; scrapes along the entire length
of the box, continuing up to the front door handle; smaller scrapes and deformations along the
bottom of the door; 3-in. (76-mm) long tears near both door handles; right-front tire disengagement
from the rim; and a 1-in. (25 mm) long tear along the tire sidewall. The front of the vehicle received
major deformation on the bumper, primarily on the left side. The plastic bumper cover was also
removed. The undercarriage showed slight scraping on the right lower control arm, the lower tie rod
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was pulled out on the right-front side, the right-rear shock was deformed near the lower connection,
and there was slight scraping on the drive shaft and other components.
6.6 Occupant Risk Values
The calculated occupant impact velocities (OIVs) and 0.010-sec average occupant ridedown
accelerations (ORAs) in both the longitudinal and lateral directions are shown in Table 6. It is noted
that the OIV’s and ORA’s were within the suggested limits provided in MASH. The calculated
THIV and PHD values are also shown in Table 6. The results of the occupant risk analysis, as
determined from the accelerometer data, are summarized in Figure 34. The recorded data from the
accelerometers and the rate transducers are shown graphically in Appendix B. The EDR-4 data was
collected during the test, but researchers believed that the data inaccurately represented the impact
event as the data was inconsistent with the other accelerometers. The DTS was mounted in a
different location than the EDR-3, resulting in a large difference between the longitudinal OIV
values.





Longitudinal -5.93 (-1.81) -8.53 (-2.60)




THIV [ft/s (m/s)] N/A 10.00 (3.05)
PHD [g’s] N/A 5.54
6.7 Load Cell Results
As previously discussed, tension load cells were installed inline with the cables at the
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upstream end of the barrier system in order to monitor the total load transferred to the anchor with
respect to time. The load cell results are summarized in Table 7. As noted previously, the target
cable tension was 4,213 lb (18.7 kN) at 100 deg Fahrenheit (23.6 deg Celsius). Prior to the testing,
the actual cable tension in the top, upper middle, lower middle, and bottom cables was 4,160 lb (18.5
kN), 4,140 lb (18.4 kN), 4,020 lb (17.9 kN), and 4,060 lb (18.1 kN), respectively. These readings
were measured using a cable tension meter or cable tensiometer.
The individual cable loads, along with the total combined cable load imparted to the
upstream end anchor, were determined and are shown graphically in Figure 49. The total axial force
imparted to the upstream anchor was 46.82 kips (208.3 kN) and occurring at 0.459 sec after vehicle
impact with the barrier system. The maximum cable force was 23.28 kips (103.6 kN) and occurred
in the top cable. The upper middle and lower middle cables experienced a maximum load of 13.67
kips (60.81 kN) and 10.86 kips (48.31 kN), respectively. The bottom cable experienced a maximum
load of 7.08 kips (31.49 kN).
Table 7. Load Cell Results, Test No. 4CMB-1
Cable Location Sensor Location
Maximum Cable Load Time1
(sec)kips kN
 Combined Cables Upstream End 46.82 208.3 0.459
Top Cable Upstream End 23.28 103.6 0.392
Upper Middle Cable Upstream End 13.67 60.80 0.569
Lower Middle Cable Upstream End 10.86 48.30 1.484
Bottom Cable Upstream End 7.08 31.49 0.204
1 - Time determined from initial vehicle impact with the barrier system.
After the crash test, the tension in each cable was again measured using the cable
tensiometer. With the pickup truck engaged with the cable barrier system, the cable tension at the
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upstream end and in the top, upper middle, lower middle, and bottom cables was 1,580 lb (7.0 kN),
3,120 lb (13.9 kN), 3,320 lb (14.8 kN), and 3,480 lb (15.5 kN), respectively. On the contrary and
with the pickup truck engaged with the barrier, the cable tension at the downstream end and in the
top, upper middle, lower middle, and bottom cables was 1,540 lb (6.9 kN), 3,120 lb (13.9 kN), 3,360
lb (14.9 kN), and 3,640 lb (16.2 kN), respectively.
With the pickup truck disengaged from the cable barrier system, the cable tension at the
upstream end and in the top, upper middle, lower middle, and bottom cables was 880 lb (3.9 kN),
2,460 lb (10.9 kN), 3,140 lb (14.0 kN), and 3,580 lb (15.9 kN), respectively. On the contrary and
with the pickup truck disengaged from the barrier, the cable tension at the downstream end and in
the top, upper middle, lower middle, and bottom cables was 800 lb (3.6 kN), 2,240 lb (10.0 kN),
3,140 lb (14.0 kN), and 3,640 lb (16.2 kN), respectively.
 6.8 Discussion
The analysis of the test results for test no. 4CMB-1 (test designation no. 3-11) showed that
the high-tension, four-cable median barrier system adequately contained and redirected the 2270P
vehicle when the barrier was placed in a V-ditch with 4H:1V side slopes and 12 ft laterally away
from the slope break point. The vehicle remained upright after collision with the barrier system.
There were no detached elements nor fragments which showed potential for penetrating the occupant
compartment nor presented undue hazard to other traffic. Deformations of, or intrusions into, the
occupant compartment that could have caused serious injury did not occur. After collision, the
vehicle’s trajectory did not intrude into adjacent traffic lanes as it remained within the ditch section.
Therefore, test no. 4CMB-1 was determined to be acceptable according to the TL-3 safety
performance criteria found in MASH.
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0.000 sec 0.120 sec 0.276 sec 0.376 sec 0.618 sec
! Test Agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MwRSF
! Test Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4CMB-1
! Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/30/07
! NCHRP 350 Update Test Designation . . . . . . 3-11
! Appurtenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Four-Cable High-Tension Median  Barrier Installed on 
4:1 Slope
! Median Width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 ft (14.0 m)
! Total Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 608 ft (1.85 m)
! Placement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 ft (3.7 m) down from slope break point
! Key Elements - Wire Rope
Diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¾ in. (19 mm)
Size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3x7 
Top Cable Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 in. (1,143 mm)
Bottom Cable Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 in. (381 mm)
Incremental Spacing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 in. (254 mm)
! Key Elements - End Anchor Posts
Post Nos. 1 and 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 in. (610 mm) diameter by 120 in. (3,048 mm) long 
concrete footer
Post Nos. 2 and 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 28c in. (714 mm) long with 
S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 19 in. (483 mm) 12 in. (305 mm) 
diameter by 46 in. (1,168 mm) long concrete footer
! Key Elements - Line Posts
Post Nos. 3-38 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 87 in. (2,210 mm) long
Spacing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 ft (4.9 m)
! Type of Soil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grading B - AASHTO M 147-65 (1990)
! Test Vehicle
Type/Designation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2270P
Make and Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2002 Dodge Ram 1500 Quad Cab
Curb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,052 lb (2,291 kg)
Test Inertial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,988 lb (2,263 kg)
Gross Static . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,988 lb (2,263 kg)
! Impact Conditions
Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61.8 mph (99.4 km/h)
Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.9 degrees
Impact Location . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ft (914 mm) downstream of post 15
! Exit Conditions
Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A
Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A
Exit Box Criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A
! Post-Impact Trajectory
Vehicle Stability . . . . . . . . . . . . . Satisfactory
Stopping Distance . . . . . . . . . . . 143 ft (43.6 m) downstream
4½ ft (1.4 m) laterally behind
! Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-3)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -5.93 ft/s (1.81 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.06 ft/s (2.76 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
! Occupant Ridedown Acceleration (EDR-3)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -5.19 g’s < 20.49 g’s
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.97 g’s < 20.49 g’s
!  Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-4)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6.09 ft/s (1.86 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.43 ft/s (1.96 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
! Occupant Ridedown Acceleration (EDR-4)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -3.58 g’s < 20.49 g’s
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.74 g’s < 20.49 g’s
! Occupant Impact Velocity (DTS)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -8.53 ft/s (-2.60) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.97 ft/s < (2.73 m/s) 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
! Occupant Ridedown Acceleration (DTS)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -5.33 g’s < 20.49 g’s
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.61 g’s < 20.49 g’s
! THIV (not required) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 ft/s (30.48 m/s)
! PHD (not required) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.54 g’s
! Test Article Damage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minimal
! Test Article Deflections
Permanent Set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A
Dynamic (Post) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 in. (1,372 mm)
Dynamic (Cable) . . . . . . . . . . . . 170.1 in. (4,321 mm)
Working Width . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173.1 in. (4,397 mm)
! Vehicle Damage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minimal
VDS[8] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-LFQ-2
CDC[9] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-LYEN5
Maximum Deformation . . . . . . . ½ in. (13 mm)
! Angular Displacements
Roll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -29.8 deg
Pitch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -7.6 deg
Yaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.5 deg
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Figure 36. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 37. Documentary Photographs, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 40. System Damage, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 41. Posts Nos. 14-16 Damage, Test No. 4CMB-1
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 Figure 42. Posts Nos. 17-19 Damage, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 43. Post Nos. 20-22 Damage, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 45. Vehicle Damage, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 46. Vehicle Damage, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 47. Occupant Compartment Damage, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure 48. Vehicle Undercarriage Damage, Test No. 4CMB-1
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7 DESIGN DETAILS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR TEST NO. 4CMB-2
For test no. 4CMB-2, the actual barrier system was nearly identical to the system that was
constructed and evaluated in test no. 4CMB-1. However, some minor changes were incorporated
into the overall configuration. First, the barrier system was repositioned to a new location on the
back slope where the centerline of the steel posts were installed 4 ft (1.2 m) laterally from the bottom
of the V-ditch in order to maximize the potential for the small car to underride the bottom cable.
The cable heights, post spacings, and post embedment depths were identical to those used
in test no. 4CMB-1. The only difference was that the cable placement relative to the post was
reversed. For test no. 4CMB-2, the bottom cable (cable no. 4) and the second cable (cable no. 2)
were attached to the back side of the posts, while the third cable (cable no. 3) and the top cable
(cable no. 1) were placed on the impacted side of the posts.
The end anchors were installed with a 3-ft (0.9-m) lateral offset away from the ditch bottom
and in the direction of the back slope. Therefore, the end anchors were positioned with a 1-ft (0.3
m) lateral offset toward the traffic-side face of the barrier system. This 1-ft (0.3 m) lateral offset was
removed by installing post nos. 1 through 9 and 32 through 40 on a taper or through the use of a
flared end section. The updated system drawings for test no 4CMB-2 are shown in Figures 102 and
117.
For test no. 4CMB-2, the bottom of the 4H:1V V-ditch was appropriated graded surrounding
the cable median barrier system. However, the bottom surface region of the V-ditch was not
compacted as firmly as utilized for the soil material which supported the actual steel posts. Instead,
the V-ditch bottom surface was constructed in a manner that was believed to allow or accentuate
some tire rutting and an increased propensity for underride. However, researchers also understood
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that there may be a potential for increased loss of vehicle speed prior to striking the barrier system.
As such, the ground surface was believed to provide somewhat of a soft-soil condition when the
airborne small car would contact the ditch bottom, undergo compression of the front suspension, and
have the leading corner of the front bumper gouge the sloped terrain.
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8 FULL-SCALE CRASH TEST NO. 4CMB-2
8.1 Test No. 4CMB-2
The 2,557-lb (1,160-kg) small car impacted the cable median barrier at a speed of 62.7 mph
(100.9 km/h) and at an angle of 26.8 degrees. A summary of the test results and sequential
photographs are shown in Figure 66. Additional sequential photographs are shown in Figure 67.
Documentary photographs are shown in Figures 68 and 69.
8.2 Weather Conditions
Test no. 4CMB-2 was conducted on November 16, 2007 at approximately 3:00 pm. The
weather conditions were documented as shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Weather Conditions, Test No. 4CMB-2
Temperature 60° F
Humidity 24 %
Wind Speed 0 mph
Wind Direction N/A
Sky Conditions Clear
Visibility 10.0 Statute Miles
Pavement Surface Dry
Previous 3-Day Precipitation 0.00 in.
Previous 7-Day Precipitation 0.01 in.
8.3 Test Description
Initial vehicle impact was to occur between post nos. 17 and 18, or 64 in. (1,626 mm)
downstream of post no. 17, as shown in Figure 70. Table 9 contains a sequential description of the
impact events. The final vehicle position was determined to be 24 ft (7.3 m) downstream and 0.0 ft
(0.0 m) laterally from vehicle impact, as shown in Figure 71.
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Table 9. Sequential Description of Impact Events, Test No. 4CMB-2
Time
(sec) EVENT
-0.702 Left-front tire encroached upon the ditch, and the vehicle rolled to the left andpitched downward.
-0.022 Left side of the front bumper contacted the ground
0.000 Left side of engine hood contacted the bottom cable.
0.004 Post no. 17 deflected laterally backward.
0.056 Post no. 18 deflected laterally backward.
0.076 Upper- and lower-middle cables were in contact with the windshield, pushing itinward.
0.160 Right-front bumper cover contacted post no. 18.
0.188 Top cable contacted the left A-pillar, and all four cables were in contact with thevehicle.
0.232 Post no. 19 deflected laterally backward, and the top, upper-middle, and lower-middle cables were located at the front left corner of the windshield.
0.282 Vehicle overrode post no. 18.
0.348 Top, upper-middle, and lower-middle cables continued to wrap around the front ofthe windshield, causing it to crack.
0.372 Post no. 20 deflected laterally backward.
0.470 Post no. 18 lost contact with the bottom of the vehicle.
0.808 Vehicle ceased to travel downstream.
8.4 Barrier Damage
Damage to the barrier was minimal, as shown in Figures 72 through 74. Barrier damage
consisted of bent and twisted guardrail posts and detached cables. The length of vehicle contact
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Post nos. 11 through 15 raised 4 in. (102 mm), 1 in. (25 mm), ¼ in. (6.4 mm), 7 in. (178
mm), and 6 in. (152 mm) from their original positions, respectively. Post no. 16 raised 5¾ in. (146
mm) from its original position, and rotated 2 in. (51 mm) at the ground line, laterally away from
traffic side of the system. Post no. 17 raised 11 in. (279 mm) from its original position, and rotated
1½ in. (38 mm) at the ground line, laterally away from the traffic side of the system. Post no. 18 was
completely removed from the soil and its final placement was 12 in. (305 mm) upstream of post no.
19. Post no. 19 rotated 1d in. (35 mm) at the ground line, laterally away from the traffic side of the
system. Post no. 20 raised 3 in. (76 mm) from its original position, and rotated ¾ in. (19 mm) at the
ground line, laterally away from the traffic side of the system. Post no. 21 rotated ½ in. (12.7 mm)
at the ground line, laterally away from the traffic side of the system. 
Several cable brackets were detached from posts. The cable brackets are numbered from top
to bottom with no. 1 corresponding to the top cable and no. 4 corresponding to the bottom cable. For
post no. 18, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th cable brackets were detached, but the 1st bracket was still attached.
The 2nd bracket was found 8 ft - 10 in. (2.7 m) downstream of post no. 19 and 6 in. (152 mm) in front
of the system. The 3rd bracket was found 7 ft - 6 in. (2.3 m) upstream of post no. 19 and 3½ ft (1.1
m) behind the system. The 4th bracket was found 2 ft (0.6 m) downstream of post no. 20 and 9 ft -
4 in. (2.8 m) behind the system. For post no. 19, the 2nd and 4th cable brackets were detached. The
2nd bracket was found 19 in. (483 mm) downstream of post no. 19 and 15 in. (381 mm) behind the
system. The 4th bracket was found 20 in. (508 mm) downstream of post no. 19 and 2 in. (51 mm) in
front of the system. For post no. 20, the 4th cable bracket was missing, and it was found 4 in. (102
mm) downstream of post no. 20 and on the longitudinal centerline of the system.
The permanent set of the posts is shown in Figures 73 and 74. The maximum lateral
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permanent set post deflection was not calculated for this test. The maximum lateral dynamic post
deflection was 21.2 in. (537 mm) at post no. 18, as determined from the high-speed film analysis.
The maximum cable deflection occurred in the bottom cable and was determined to be 33.5 in. (851
mm), and the working width was determined to be 47.6 in. (1,208 mm), as determined from the
high-speed film analysis. 
8.5 Vehicle Damage
Exterior vehicle damage was moderate, as shown in Figures 75 through 77. Minimal damage
was observed in the interior occupant compartment of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 78.
The left-front fender was severely damaged and heavily creased toward the front of the car.
It was also torn near the door joint. There was heavy cable contact and loading damage at the bottom
of the A-pillar, and scrapes from the cables continued along the entire length of the pillar to the roof
line. The left-front steel rim had an 8 in. (203 mm) long by 3 in. (76 mm) deep indent, and the tire
was completely disengaged from the rim. The right-rear bumper cover attachment was pulled off,
and there was heavy damage to the right-front fender. The right-front window was also broken out.
The right-front steel rim was slightly dented, and the tire was deflated and disengaged. There were
minor contact marks on the right-front quarter panel, and the entire wheel assembly was pushed in
toward the engine. 
The face of the front bumper was heavily damaged from cable contact. The radiator support
brackets were buckled, crushing other components in the engine compartment. The hood was also
deformed on the front end and buckled toward the center. There was major damage along the
bottom-left side of the windshield and along the A-pillar where it had disengaged from the frame.
Interior damage included a buckled and broken dash. On the left-front suspension, the vertical
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stabilizer was disengaged at the lower ball joint, the lower A-frame component was bent, and the
front wheel drive line component was bent backward. There was also left-front occupant
compartment damage on the firewall and floor pan. The maximum deformation of the occupant
compartment was 3 in. (76 mm), located at the right-front corner of the left toe pan.
The windshield was severely crushed and deformed inward. Three points were measured
using a steel straight edge and an undamaged vehicle for reference. The windshield glass was
detached from its adhesive along the A-pillar about 12 in. (305 mm). The maximum intrusion into
the occupant compartment was 1½ in. (38 mm) and was located at two points. The coordinates for
these points are 47 in. (1,194 mm) from the right side of the windshield and 20¼ in. (514 mm) from
the top, and 48½ in. (1,232 mm) from the right side of the windshield and 24¾ in. (629 mm) from
the top.
8.6 Occupant Risk Values
The calculated occupant impact velocities (OIVs) and 0.010-sec average occupant ridedown
accelerations (ORAs) in both the longitudinal and lateral directions are shown in Table 10. It is
noted that the OIVs were not within the suggested limits provided in MASH. The calculated THIV
and PHD values are also shown in Table 10. The results of the occupant risk analysis, as determined
from the accelerometer data, are summarized in Figure 66. The recorded data from the
accelerometers and the rate transducers are shown graphically in Appendix C.
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Longitudinal -41.32 (-12.6) -40.45 (-12.33)




THIV [ft/s (m/s)] N/A 41.74 (12.72)
PHD [g’s] N/A 7.96
8.7 Load Cell Results
As previously discussed, tension load cells were installed in line with the cables at the
upstream end of the barrier system in order to monitor the total load transferred to the anchor with
respect to time. The load cell results are summarized in Table 11. As noted previously, the target
cable tension was 4,213 lb (18.7 kN) at 100 degrees Fahrenheit (23.6 degrees Celsius). Prior to
testing, the actual cable tension located in the upstream end of the barrier system and in the top,
upper-middle, lower-middle, and bottom cables was 4,220 lb (18.8 kN), 4,200 lb (18.7 kN), 4,260
lb (18.9 kN), and 3,820 lb (17.0 kN), respectively. These readings were measured using a cable
tension meter or cable tensiometer.
The individual cable loads, along with the total combined cable load imparted to the
upstream anchor, were determined and are shown graphically in Figure 79. The total axial force
imparted to the upstream anchor was 28.97 kips (128.9 kN) and occurring at 0.363 sec after vehicle
impact with the barrier system. The maximum force was 8.41 kips (37.4 kN) and occurred in the
bottom cable. The upper middle and lower middle cables experienced a maximum load of 7.15 kips
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(31.8 kN) and 8.25 kips (36.7 kN), respectively. The top cable experienced a maximum load of 6.23
kips (27.7 kN). 
Table 11. Load Cell Results, Test No. 4CMB-2
Cable Location Sensor Location
Maximum Cable Load Time1
(sec)kips kN
 Combined Cables Upstream End 28.97 128.9 0.363
Top Cable Upstream End 6.23 27.7 0.315
Upper Middle Cable Upstream End 7.15 31.8 0.163
Lower Middle Cable Upstream End 8.25 36.7 0.333
Bottom Cable Upstream End 8.41 37.4 0.405
1 - Time determined from initial vehicle impact with the barrier system.
After the crash test, the tension in each cable was again measured. With the small car
engaged in the system, the cable tension at the upstream end and in the top, upper-middle, lower-
middle, and bottom cables was 3,100 lb (13.8 kN), 2,980 lb (13.3 kN), 3,500 lb (15.6 kN), and 3,380
lb (15.0 kN), respectively. On the contrary and with the small car engaged with the barrier, the cable
tension at the downstream end and in the top, upper-middle, lower-middle, and bottom cables was
2,940 lb (13.1 kN), 3,300 lb (14.7 kN), 3,620 lb (16.1 kN), and 3,600 lb (16.0 kN), respectively.
With the small car disengaged from the cable barrier system, the cable tension at the
upstream end and in the top, upper-middle, lower-middle, and bottom cables was 3,060 lb (13.6 kN),
2,940 lb (13.1 kN), 2,920 lb (13.0 kN), and 2,720 lb (12.1 kN), respectively. On the contrary and
with the small car disengaged from the barrier, the cable tension at the downstream end and in the
top, upper-middle, lower-middle, and bottom cables was 3,160 lb (14.1 kN), 3,160 lb (14.1 kN),
3,120 lb (13.9 kN), and 2,720 lb (12.1 kN), respectively.
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8.8 Discussion
The analysis of the test results for test no. 4CMB-2 (test designation no. 3-10) showed that
the high-tension, four-cable median barrier adequately contained the 1100C vehicle with controlled
lateral displacements of the barrier system when placed in a V-ditch with 4H:1V side slopes and 4
ft (1.2 m) laterally away from the ditch bottom and up the back slope. Note that a softer soil
condition was intentionally used for the ditch bottom surface. The vehicle remained upright after
collision with the barrier system. There were no detached elements nor fragments which showed
potential for penetrating the occupant compartment nor presented undue hazard to other traffic.
Deformations of, or intrusions into, the occupant compartment that could have caused serious injury
did not occur. The test vehicle and front bumper marginally underrode the barrier system although
the four cables did contain the vehicle on the engine hood and front windshield. Vehicle roll, pitch,
and yaw angular displacements were noted and were deemed acceptable because they did not
adversely influence occupant risk safety criteria, nor result in vehicle rollover. After collision, the
vehicle’s trajectory did not intrude into adjacent traffic lanes as it remained within the ditch section.
It should be noted that the longitudinal OIV exceeded the limit provided in MASH of 40 ft/s (12.2
m/s) when considering the loss in vehicle speed during tire rutting and soil plowing just prior to
vehicle contact with the barrier. Therefore, test no. 4CMB-2 was determined to be marginally
acceptable according to the TL-3 safety performance criteria found in MASH when the barrier was
placed near the ditch bottom configured with a soft soil condition.
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! Test Agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MwRSF
! Test Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4CMB-2
! Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/16/07
! NCHRP 350 Update Test Designation . . . . . . . 3-10
! Appurtenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Four-Cable High-Tension Median Barrier Installed on
4:1 Slope
! Median Width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 ft (14.0 m)
! Total Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 608 ft (185.3 m)
! Placement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ft (1.2 m) up back slope from ditch bottom
! Key Elements - Wire Rope
Diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¾ in. (19 mm)
Size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3x7
Top Cable Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 in. (1,143 mm)
Bottom Cable Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 in. (381 mm)
Incremental Spacing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 in. (254 mm)
! Key Elements - End Anchor Posts
Post Nos. 1 and 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 in. (610 mm) diameter by 120 in. (3,048 mm) long
concrete footer
Post Nos. 2 and 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 28c in. (714 mm)
long with S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 19 in. (483
mm) long in a 12 in. (305 mm) diameter by 46
in. (1,168 mm) long concrete footer
! Key Elements - Line Posts
Post Nos. 3-38 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 87 in. (2,210 mm) long
Spacing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 ft (4,877 mm)
! Type of Soil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grading B - AASHTO M 147-65 (1990)
(Soft Soil Conditions)
! Test Vehicle
Type/Designation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1100C
Make and Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2002 Kia Rio Sedan
Curb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,249 lb (1,020 kg)
Test Inertial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,393 lb (1,085 kg)
Gross Static . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,557 lb (1,160 kg)
! Impact Conditions
Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62.7 mph (100.9 km/h)
Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.8 degrees
Impact Location . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 in. (1,626 mm) downstream of post 17
! Exit Conditions
Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A
Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A
Exit Box Criterion . . . . . . . . . . N/A
! Post-Impact Trajectory
Vehicle Stability . . . . . . . . . . . Satisfactory
Stopping Distance 24 ft (7.3 m) downstream contacting barrier
! Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-3)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . -41.32 ft/s (-12.60 m/s) > 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -4.48 ft/s (-1.37 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
! Occupant Ridedown Deceleration (EDR-3)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . -7.94 g’s < 20.49 g’s
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6.25 g’s < 20.49 g’s
! Occupant Impact Velocity (DTS)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . -40.45 ft/s (-12.33 m/s) > 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -7.27 ft/s (-2.21 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
! Occupant Ridedown Deceleration (DTS)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . -7.34 g’s < 20.49 g’s
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.60 g’s < 20.49 g’s
! THIV (not required) . . . . . . . . . . . 41.74 ft/s (12.72 m/s)
! PHD (not required) . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.96 g’s
! Test Article Damage . . . . . . . . . . . Minimal
! Test Article Deflections
Permanent Set . . . . . . . . . . N/A
Dynamic (Post) . . . . . . . . . 21.2 in. (537 mm)
Dynamic (Cable) . . . . . . . 33.5 in. (851 mm)
Working Width . . . . . . . . . 47.6 in. (1,208 mm)
! Vehicle Damage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moderate
VDS[8] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-LFQ-5
CDC[9] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-LYAN6
Maximum Deformation . . 3.0 in. (76 mm)
! Angular Displacements
Roll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55.0 deg
Pitch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0 deg
Yaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.0 deg
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Figure 67. Additional Sequential Photographs, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 68. Documentary Photographs, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 69. Documentary Photographs, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 70. Impact Location, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 71. Vehicle Final Position and Trajectory Marks, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 74. Post No. 17 Damage, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 76. Windshield Damage, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure 78. Occupant Compartment Damage, Test No. 4CMB-2
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9 DESIGN DETAILS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR TEST NO. 4CMB-3
For test no. 4CMB-3, the cable barrier system was nearly identical to the system that was
constructed and evaluated in test no. 4CMB-2. The position of the barrier system within the ditch
was the same as used for test no. 4CMB-2, or 4 ft (1.2 m) laterally away from the bottom of the V-
ditch. However, some moderate changes were incorporated into the overall configuration.
Once again, the bottom of the 4H:1V V-ditch was graded surrounding the cable median
barrier system. However, the bottom of the sloped V-ditch near the region of impact was configured
with a compacted, strong-soil condition similar to the compacted soil material used to support the
steel posts. The soil material conformed to grading B specified in NCHRP Report No. 350. The
compacted soil region started 19 ft - 4 in. (5.9 m) upstream from the impact location with the barrier,
continued for a length of 36 ft (11 m), and extended 7.7 ft (2.3 m) laterally on either side of the
posts. The soil was compacted for a depth of 1 ft (305 mm) using 6 in. (152 mm) lifts. It was
believed that the compacted soil pad would reduce the propensity for tire rutting within the ditch
bottom, decrease vehicle plowing through the soft soil, and reduce the potential for abrupt changes
in velocity, as observed in test no. 4CMB-2.
For this test, the heights of the four cables were modified. The lowest cable (cable no. 4) was
positioned 13½ in. (343 mm) above grade, while the 3rd, 2nd, and 1st cables were positioned at 24 in.
(610 mm), 34½ in. (876 mm), and 45 in. (1,143 mm), respectively. Note, the height to the top cable
remained unchanged. The revised cable spacing was 10½ in. (267 mm). In addition, the embedment
depth for post nos. 3 through 38 was increased from 39 in.(991 mm) to 42 in. (1,067 mm). As a
result, the post length was increased to 90 in. (2,286 mm). Updated CAD details for the modified
barrier system are provided in Figures 80 through 96.
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10 FULL-SCALE CRASH TEST NO. 4CMB-3
10.1 Static Soil Test
Before full-scale test No. 4CMB-3 was conducted, the strength of the foundation soil was
evaluated with a static test, as recommended by MASH. The static test results, as shown in
Appendix D, demonstrated that adequate post-soil resistance was provided above the baseline soil
strength limit. Thus, the barrier system was approved for use in the evaluation full-scale crash
testing program.
10.2 Test No. 4CMB-3
The 2,568-lb (1,173-kg) small car impacted the cable median barrier at a speed of 62.0 mph
(99.8 km/h) and at an angle of 27.2 degrees. A summary of the test results and sequential photographs
are shown in Figure 97. Additional sequential photographs are shown in Figures 98 through 100.
Documentary photographs are shown in Figures 101 and 102.
10.3 Weather Conditions
Test no. 4CMB-3 was conducted on August 25, 2008 at approximately 4:15 pm. The weather
conditions were documented, as shown in Table 12.
10.4 Test Description
Initial vehicle impact was to occur between post nos. 16 and 17, or 5 ft - 4 in. (1,626 mm)
downstream from the centerline of post no. 16, as shown in Figure 103. Table 13 contains a
sequential description of the impact events. The final vehicle position was determined to be 28 ft -
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Table 12. Weather Conditions, Test No. 4CMB-3
Temperature 82° F
Humidity 38 %
Wind Speed 7 mph
Wind Direction 120° from True North
Sky Conditions Clear
Visibility 10.0 Statute Miles
Pavement Surface Dry
Previous 3-Day Precipitation 0.46 in.
Previous 7-Day Precipitation 0.46 in.




-0.714 Left-front tire encroached upon the ditch, and the vehicle rolled to the left and
pitched downward.
-0.110 Left-front tire contacted the back slope of the ditch, and the vehicle pitched upward
and rolled to the right.
-0.054 Left side of the front bumper contacted the ground.
0.000 Left side of the front bumper impacted the bottom cable.
0.030 Left-front corner of the engine hood contacted the lower-middle cable.
0.046 Lower-middle cable crumpled the top-left corner of the engine hood, and post no. 17
deflected laterally backward.
0.064 Post no. 16 deflected laterally backward.
0.072 Center of the engine hood contacted the upper-middle cable.
0.096 Bottom cable disengaged from post no. 17.
0.110 Left side of the front bumper disengaged from the vehicle.
0.116 Right-front bumper cover impacted post no. 17.
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0.122 Bottom cable disengaged from post no. 18 as the post deflected laterally backward.
0.132 Upper- and lower-middle cables contacted the left-side mirror, left A-pillar deflected
inward, and upper-middle cable disengaged from post no. 17.
0.148 Top cable disengaged from post no. 17.
0.166 Upper- and lower-middle cables disengaged from post no. 18.
0.192 Lower-middle cable disengaged from post no. 19.
0.224 Vehicle ceased to pitch.
0.250 Upper- and lower-middle cables traveled up the left A-pillar, and the windshield
fractured along the left edge.
0.264 Top cable overrode the vehicle.
0.332 Vehicle yawed away from the barrier.
0.278 Upper-middle cable disengaged from post no. 19.
0.316 Lower-middle cable disengaged from post no. 20.
0.366 Top of the left A-pillar deformed inward, allowing upper- and lower-middle cables
to penetrate the occupant compartment.
0.386 Left-front window shattered.
0.478 Right side of front bumper contacted post no. 18.
0.496 Top cable disengaged from post no. 18.
0.638 the front of the vehicle impacted the ground, the rear end of the vehicle pitches
upward, causing the vehicle to decelerate rapidly
0.702 Vehicle yawed away from the barrier.
1.154 Vehicle came to a rest in contact with the system.
10.5 Barrier Damage
Damage to the barrier was minimal, as shown in Figures 105 through 108. Barrier damage
consisted of deformed guardrail posts, disengaged cables, and deformed retaining bolts. The length
of the vehicle contact along the cable median barrier was about 28 ft - 5 in. (8.66 m), which spanned
from the midspan between post nos.16 and 17 through post no. 19.
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Post no. 16 rotated in the soil, and there was a ¾-in. (19-mm) soil gap at the base of the
post. Post no. 17 was bent downstream about the weak axis of bending. A portion of post no. 18 was
covered by the vehicle, and the post was primarily bent downstream. Post nos. 19 and 20 rotated
slightly toward the non-impact side, and there was a c-in. (3-mm) soil gap at the base of the post.
All other posts remained undamaged. 
The lower-middle cable bracket at post no. 16 released vertically upward. At post no. 17, all
four cable brackets released vertically upward. At the lower-middle cable bracket, the upper bolt
fractured, while all other bolts were bent. At post no. 18, all four cable brackets released, and the
lower-middle cable was held down by the upper bolt of the upper cable bracket. All bolts were bent,
with the exception of the upper bolt on the lower-middle cable bracket, which was fractured. At the
vehicle’s final resting place, the lower-middle cable was pulled above the upper-middle cable. At
post no. 19, the lower and lower-middle cables released from the brackets. The upper bolt on the
lower-middle cable bracket was fractured, and the lower and lower-middle cable brackets were bent.
At post no. 20, the lower-middle cable released, and the lower-middle cable bracket was bent. The
lower cable bracket was slightly deformed as the cable pulled away from the post. 
The permanent set of the posts is shown in Figures 103 through 105. The maximum lateral
and longitudinal dynamic post deflections were 13½ in. (343 mm) and 23.3 in. (591 mm),
respectively, at post no. 17. The maximum lateral cable deflection occurred in the bottom cable and
was determined to be 50.3 in. (1,278 mm), and the working width was determined to be 64½ in.
(1,638 mm), as determined from the high-speed film analysis.
10.6 Vehicle Damage
Exterior vehicle damage was severe, as shown in Figures 105 through 108. Damage was
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concentrated on the left-front corner of the vehicle. The lower cable was lodged between the tire and
the left-front quarter panel. The left-front tire was deflated, the rim was severely bent, and it was
turned almost 90 degrees toward the driver’s side. The left-side mirror was broken off. The
windshield was severely damaged on the left side, and the A-pillar was bent into the occupant
compartment. It should be noted that these deformation to the windshield and A-pillar exceeded the
occupant compartment deformation limitations described n MASH. The left door was pulled
outward at the bottom and inward toward the top. There were orange cable marks and deformation
on the roof, caused by the top cable which was painted orange. The left-front window was shattered
and there was some vehicle damage from the cables on the B-pillar.
The right-front door was bent slightly out of its frame, and the right-front quarter panel was
deformed upward and outward. Post no. 18 was lodged in the right-front bumper and quarter panel.
The right-front region of the engine hood was damaged in several places. Blue marks were present,
thus indicating that the lower-middle cable caused the damage. The front bumper and both
headlights were separated from the vehicle. The lower cable was pulled into the left headlight
assembly area. Plastic panels from the undercarriage were broken off of the vehicle.
10.7 Occupant Risk Values
The calculated occupant impact velocities (OIVs) and 0.010-sec average occupant ridedown
accelerations (ORAs) in both the longitudinal and lateral directions are shown in Table 14. It is
noted that the OIV’s and ORA’s were within the suggested limits provided in MASH. The
calculated THIV and PHD values were not recorded. The results of the occupant risk analysis, as
determined from the accelerometer data, are summarized in Figure 97. The recorded data from the
accelerometers and the rate transducers are shown graphically in Appendix E.
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Longitudinal -31.17 (-9.50) -27.30 (-8.32)




THIV [ft/s (m/s)] NA NA
PHD [g’s] NA NA
10.8 Load Cell Results
As previously discussed, tension load cells were installed inline with the cables and at both
ends of the barrier system to monitor the total load transferred to the anchor with respect to time.
The load cell results are summarized in Table 15. As noted previously, the target cable tension was
4,213 lb (18.7 kN) at 100 degrees Fahrenheit (23.6 degrees Celsius). Prior to testing, the actual cable
tension in the top, upper-middle, lower-middle, and bottom cables located on the upstream end was
4,080 lb (18.1 kN), 4,200 lb (18.7 kN), 4,420 lb (19.7 kN), and 4,380 lb (19.5 kN), respectively.
These readings were measured using a cable tension meter or cable tensiometer.
The individual cable loads, along with the total combined cable load imparted to the
upstream anchor, were determined and are shown in Figure 112. The total axial force imparted to
the upstream anchor was 35.04 kips (155.9 kN) and occurring at 0.121 seconds after vehicle impact with
the barrier system. The top cable experienced a maximum load of 5.91 kips (26.3 kN). The upper-middle
and lower-middle cables experience maximum loads of 7.51 kips (33.4 kN) and 10.98 kips (48.8 kN),
respectively. The bottom cable experienced the highest maximum load of 13.73 kips (61.1 kN).
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Table 15. Load Cell Results, Test No. 4CMB-3
Cable Location Sensor Location
Maximum Cable Load Time1
(sec)kips kN
 Combined Cables Upstream End 35.04 155.9 0.121
Top Cable Upstream End 5.91 26.2 0.139
Upper Middle Cable Upstream End 7.51 33.4 0.198
Lower Middle Cable Upstream End 10.98 48.8 0.123
Bottom Cable Upstream End 13.73 61.1 0.121
1 - Time determined from initial vehicle impact with the barrier system.
 After the crash test, the tension in each cable was again measured. With the small car
engaged with the system, the cable tension at the upstream end and in the top, upper-middle, lower-
middle, and bottom cables was 4,060 lb (18.1 kN), 4,380 lb (19.5 kN), 5,640 lb (25.1 kN), and 5,000
lb (22.2 kN), respectively. On the contrary and with the small car engaged with the barrier, the cable
tension at the downstream end and in the top, upper-middle, lower-middle, and bottom cables was
4,040 lb (18.0 kN), 4,420 lb (19.7 kN), 6,260 lb (27.8 kN), and 5,040 lb (22.4 kN), respectively.
With the small car disengaged from the cable barrier system, the cable tension at the
upstream end and in the top, upper-middle, lower-middle, and bottom cables was 4,720 lb (21.0 kN),
4,960 lb (22.1 kN), 4,280 lb (19.0 kN), and 3,460 lb (15.4 kN), respectively. On the contrary and
with the small car disengaged from the barrier, the cable tension at the downstream end and in the
top, upper-middle, lower-middle, and bottom cables was 4,620 lb (20.6 kN), 5,000 lb (22.2 kN),
2,560 lb (20.3 kN), and 3,600 lb (16.0 kN), respectively.
10.9 Discussion
The analysis of the test results for test no. 4CMB-3 (test designation no. 3-10) showed that
the high-tension, four-cable median barrier adequately contained and redirected the 1100C vehicle
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with controlled lateral displacements of the barrier system when placed in a V-ditch with 4H:1V side
slopes and 4 ft (1.2 m) laterally up the back slope from the ditch bottom. Note that a strong/stiff soil
condition was used for the ditch bottom.  The test vehicle did not penetrate nor ride over the barrier
system and remained upright during and after the collision. Vehicle roll, pitch, and yaw angular
displacements were noted and were deemed acceptable because they did not adversely influence
occupant risk safety criteria nor result in vehicle rollover. After collision, the vehicle’s trajectory
did not intrude into adjacent traffic lanes as it remained within the ditch bottom. However, there
were barrier elements which showed potential for penetrating the occupant compartment.
Deformations of, or intrusion into, the occupant compartment that could have caused serious injury
did occur. The driver’s side front window was shattered, and the left A-pillar deformed with cables
penetrating the occupant compartment. Therefore, test no. 4CMB-3 was determined to be
unacceptable according to the TL-3 safety performance criteria found in MASH when the barrier
was placed in a strong/stiff soil condition near the ditch bottom.
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! Test Agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MwRSF
! Test Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4CMB-3
! Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/25/08
! MASH Test Designation . . . . . . . . . . 3-10
! Appurtenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Four-Cable High-Tension Median Barrier Installed on
on 4:1 Slope
! Median Width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 ft (14.0 m)
! Total Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 608 ft (185.3 m)
! Placement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ft (1.2 m) up back slope from ditch bottom
! Key Elements - Wire Rope
Diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¾ in. (19 mm)
Size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3x7
Top Cable Height . . . . . . . . . 45 in. (1,143 mm)
Bottom Cable Height . . . . . . 13½ in. (343 mm)
Incremental Spacing . . . . . . 10½ in. (267 mm)
! Key Elements - End Anchor Posts
Post Nos. 1 and 40 . . . . . . . . 24 in. (610 mm) diameter by 120 in. (3,048 mm)
long concrete footer
Post Nos. 2 and 39 . . . . . . . . S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 28c in. (714 mm) long with
S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 19 in. (483 mm) long in a
12 in. (305 mm) diameter by 46 in. (1,164 mm) long
concrete footer
! Key Elements - Line Posts
Post Nos. 3-38 . . . . . . . . . . . S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) by 90 in. (2,286 mm) long
Spacing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 ft (4.88 m)
! Type of Soil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grading B - AASHTO M 147-65 (1990)
(Strong/stiff soil condition)
! Test Vehicle
Type/Designation . . . . . . . . . 1100C
Make and Model . . . . . . . . . 2002 Kia Rio Sedan
Curb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,402 lb (1,090 kg)
Test Inertial . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,411 lb (1,094 kg)
Gross Static . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,586 lb (1,173 kg)
! Impact Conditions
Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62.0 mph (99.8 km/h)
Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.2 degrees
Impact Location . . . . . . . . . . 64 in. (1,626 mm) downstream of post 16
! Exit Conditions
Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NA
Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NA
Exit Box Criterion . . . . . . . . . . NA
! Post-Impact Trajectory
Vehicle Stability . . . . . . . . . . . . Satisfactory
Stopping Distance . . . . . . . . . . 28 ft - 5 in. (8.66 m) downstream
3 ft (914 mm) laterally behind
! Occupant Impact Velocity (EDR-3)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -31.17 ft/s (-9.50 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -2.85 ft/s (-0.87 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
! Occupant Ridedown Deceleration (EDR-3)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6.51 g’s < 20.49 g’s
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6.86 g’s < 20.49 g’s
! Occupant Impact Velocity (DTS)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -27.30 ft/s (-8.32 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -4.37 ft/s (-1.33 m/s) < 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
! Occupant Ridedown Deceleration (DTS)
Longitudinal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -6.19 g’s < 20.49 g’s
Lateral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -7.53 g’s < 20.49 g’s
! THIV (not required) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NA
! PHD (not required) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NA
! Test Article Damage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moderate
! Test Article Deflections
Permanent Set . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/A
Dynamic (Post) . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.5 in. (343 mm)
Dynamic (Cable) . . . . . . . . . . . 50.3 in. (1,278 mm)
Working Width . . . . . . . . . . . . 64.5 in. (1,638 mm)
! Vehicle Damage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Severe
VDS[8] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-LFQ-6
CDC[9] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-LYAW8
Maximum Deformation . . . . 10½ in. (267 mm)
! Angular Displacements
Roll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -20.63 deg
Pitch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.38 deg
Yaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.02 deg
Figure 97. Summary of Test Results and Sequential Photographs, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 101. Documentary Photographs, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 102. Documentary Photographs, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 104. Vehicle Final Position and Trajectory Marks, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 107. Post No. 17 Damage, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 108. Post No. 18 Damage, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 109. Vehicle Damage, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure 111. Windshield Damage, Test No. 4CMB-3
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11 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Under the guidance of the Midwest States Pooled Fund program, MwRSF researchers were
asked to develop, test, and evaluate a new high-tension, four-cable barrier system for use in sloped
medians as steep as 4H:1V and using a V-ditch configuration. In addition, the new cable barrier
system was to accommodate placement anywhere within the sloped median ditch.
Based on this main directive, a new barrier system was developed while considering several
other goals. First, the barrier system was designed to be capable withstanding and redirecting errant
vehicles on either side of the barrier under the Test Level 3 (TL-3) impact safety standards provided
in MASH. The barrier system was configured to limit dynamic barrier deflections as compared to
other cable systems using improved cable-to-post attachment hardware to maximize the energy
dissipated by the support posts as well as to select an appropriate cable tension. The barrier system
was also configured to mitigate concerns for vehicle override and underride with the selection of
four cables, an upper cable height of 45 in. (1,143 mm), a lower cable height of 13½ in. (343 mm)
and a cable spacing of 10½ in. (267 mm). LS-DYNA computer simulations, in conjunction with
field measurements of bumper heights and front-end geometries for small car vehicles, were utilized
to determine the critical V-ditch width of 46 ft (14.02 m), a critical lateral barrier offset of 12 ft (3.66
m) for evaluating pickup truck override, and a critical lateral barrier offset of 4 ft (1.22 m) for
evaluating small car underride. In addition, the barrier system was intended to maintain an open
aesthetic appeal, but it was configured for easy maintenance and repair following impact events.
A full-scale vehicle crash testing program was conducted according to the TL-3 safety
performance guidelines found in MASH. Three full-scale crash tests were performed on different
cable barrier systems installed at various locations within the 46-ft (14.02 m) wide ditch with 4H:1V
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side slopes. A summary of each safety performance evaluation is shown in Table 16.
The first full-scale crash test, test no. 4CMB-1 (override test), consisted of a 4,988-lb (2,263-
kg) pickup truck impacting the cable median barrier at a speed of 61.8 mph (99.5 km/h) and at an
angle of 27.9 degrees. The system was located 12 ft (3.66 m) laterally away from the front slope
break point and down the fore-slope of the ditch. The impact point for this test was 3 ft (914 mm)
downstream from the centerline of post no. 15. During the test, the cable barrier system adequately
contained and redirected the vehicle. Therefore, the system passed all of the evaluation criteria for
test designation no. 3-11 of the MASH impact safety standards.
Test nos. 4CMB-2 and 4CMB-3 (underride tests) were performed on a barrier system
positioned on the back slope and 4 ft (1.22 m) laterally  from the ditch bottom. The second full-scale
test, test no. 4CMB-2, consisted of a 2,557-lb (1,160-kg) small car impacting the cable median
barrier at a speed of 62.7 mph (100.9 km/h) and at an angle of 26.8 degrees. A soft soil condition
was utilized for the ditch bottom. The impact point for this test was 61 in. (787 mm) downstream
from the centerline of post no. 17. During the test, the vehicle made contact with the back slope prior
to impacting the barrier system. The vehicle undercarriage and wheels penetrated, gouged, and/or
rutted the soft soil, thus causing additional vehicle loss of speed prior to impacting with the cable
median barrier. As a result of these occurrences, the vehicle’s front end penetrated slightly under
the bottom cable. However, the barrier system still contained the vehicle. It should also be noted that
the longitudinal OIV exceeded the MASH limit of 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s) when considering the loss in
vehicle speed during tire rutting and soil plowing prior to vehicle contact with the barrier. Therefore,
test no. 4CMB-2 was determined to be only marginally acceptable according to the TL-3 safety
performance criteria found in MASH under test designation no. 3-10 when the barrier was placed
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near the ditch bottom configured with a soft soil condition. 
For test no. 4CMB-3, the soft soil condition was replaced with a heavily compacted soil to
the region surrounding the posts near the vehicle impact location. Test no. 4CMB-3 consisted of a
2,586-lb (1,173-kg) small car impacting the cable median barrier at a speed of 62.0 mph (99.8 km/h)
and at an angle of 27.2 degrees. The impact point for this test was 64 in. (1,626 mm)downstream
from the centerline of post no. 16. During the test, the vehicle was contained by the cable barrier
system. However, some cables were observed to snag on the bolt heads corresponding with the
keyway bracket, thus resulting in significant deformations to the A-pillar on the driver’s side of the
vehicle as well as windshield penetration. Therefore, the cable barrier system did not meet the TL-3
impact standards set forth in MASH for test designation no. 3-10 when the barrier was placed near
the ditch bottom configured with a strong/stiff soil condition.
As a result of the unacceptable small car performance observed in test no. 4CMB-3, MwRSF
researchers deemed it necessary to redesign the keyway bracket to mitigate concerns for cable snag
on the bolt heads. In addition, members of the Midwest States Pooled Fund program expressed some
concern with the number of small components and associated complexity of each keyway bracket.
Thus, the keyway bracket was recommended for replacement to improve the safety performance of
the high-tension cable barrier system as well as provide a simplified cable-to-post attachment
mechanism.
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A. Test article should contain and redirect the vehicle or bring the vehicle to a
controlled stop; the vehicle should not penetrate, underride, or override the




D. Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test article should not
penetrate or show potential for penetrating the occupant compartment, or present
an undue hazard to other traffic, pedestrians, or personnel in a work zone.
Deformations of, or intrusions into, the occupant compartment should not exceed
limits set forth in Section 5.3 and Appendix E of MASH 08.
S S U
F. The vehicle should remain upright during and after collision. The maximum roll
and pitch angles are not to exceed 75 degrees. S S S
H. Occupant Impact Velocities (OIV) (see Appendix A, Section A5.3 of MASH 08 for
calculation procedure) should satisfy the following limits:
S U/S* SOccupant Impact Velocity Limits, ft/s (m/s)
Component Preferred Maximum
Lateral and Longitudinal 30 ft/s (9.1 m/s) 40 ft/s (12.2 m/s)
I. The Occupant Ridedown Acceleration (ORA) (see Appendix A, Section A5.3 of
MASH 08 for calculation procedure) should satisfy the following limits:
S S SOccupant Ridedown Acceleration Limits (g’s)
Component Preferred Maximum
Longitudinal and Lateral 15.0 g’s 20.49 g’s
S - Satisfactory U - Unsatisfactory
* - Results were unsuccessful when contact with ditch back slope prior to barrier contact is considered. Results were successful
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Figure A-1. Bennett Bolt End-Fitting Material Specifications
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Figure A-2. Bennett Bolt End-Fitting Material Specifications
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Figure A-3. Bennett Threaded Rod Material Certification
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Figure A-4. Bennet Bolt End-Fitting Material Specifications
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Figure A-5. Bennett Bolt End-Fitting Material Specifications
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Figure A-6. Bennett Bolt End-Fitting Material Specifications
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Figure A-7. Bennett Bolt End-Fitting Material Specifications
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Figure A-8. J-Hook Anchor Stud Material Specifications
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Figure A-9. J-Hook Anchor Stud Material Specifications
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Figure A-10. Cable Material Certification
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Figure A-11. Cable Material Specifications
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Figure A-12. Anchor Rebar Material Specifications
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Figure A-13. Concrete Anchor Material Specifications
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Figure A-14. Shoulder Nut and Washer Material Specifications
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Figure A-15. Shoulder Nut Material Specifications
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Figure A-16. Post Bracket Material Specifications
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Figure A-17. Post Bolt Material Specifications
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APPENDIX B
Accelerometer and Rate Transducer Data Plots, Test No. 4CMB-1
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APPENDIX C
Accelerometer and Rate Transducer Data Plots, Test No. 4CMB-2
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APPENDIX E
Accelerometer and Rate Transducer Data Plots, Test No. 4CMB-3
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APPENDIX F
Occupant Compartment Deformation Data
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Figure F-1. Vehicle Crush Info Set 1, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure F-2. Vehicle Crush Info Set 2, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure F-3. Occupant Compartment Deformation Index, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure F-4. Vehicle Crush Info, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure F-5. Occupant Compartment Deformation Index, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure F-6. Vehicle Crush Info, Test No. 4CMB-3
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Figure F-7. Occupant Compartment Deformation Index, Test No. 4CMB-3 
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APPENDIX G
Vehicle Center of Gravity Determination
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Figure G-1. Vehicle Mass Distribution, Test No. 4CMB-1
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Figure G-2. Vehicle Mass Distribution, Test No. 4CMB-2
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Figure G-3. Vehicle Mass Distribution, Test No. 4CMB-3
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